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Disinfection&Sweeping Robot

Product definition
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iKoo-800-SIPA is  disinfection and sweeping robot integrating four cleaning functions, sterilization 

and disinfection, garbage cleaning, dust collection and dust push maintenance. It can 

automatically perform space spraying and sweeping work through driverless technology, and 

multi-sensor integration can provide sufficient protection for field personnel and inherent layout.

Users can remotely monitor machine data, scheduling work, regular output of work reports and 

big data analysis in the background, provide clear workload statistics and financial control 

information, and carry out more scientific and effective ground cleaning services: dust push 

maintenance in the daytime, deep cleaning at night, remote online monitoring, and dual control in 

the near field.



Product function
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Navigation
Real time location 
and mapping

Moderate maintenance
Dust collection

Deep operation
Garbage cleaning

Mild maintenance
Dust pushing

Special purpose
Disinfection

iKoo-800-SIPA



iKoo-800-SIPA Basic parameters of space atomizer

Liquid tank capacity
23L（ Coverage area 10000㎡）
Atomization time per barrel 10 hours

Spraying mode
Atomization
The atomization coverage area is about 0.8㎡
Atomization quantity ：0.03L/min

Product use
Hospital 
Public places
Commercial buildings
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iKoo-800-SIPA Space atomizer
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In Japan, sodium hypochlorite is a common, safe and effective disinfection product. Sodium 
hypochlorite molecule can change the permeability of cell wall, and combine with cell 
membrane protein to form nitrogen chloride complex, so as to penetrate the virus cell 
membrane, interfere with metabolism and kill the virus. Its bactericidal effect is 80-100 times 
of sodium hypochlorite ion. The atomizer customized by our company is used for 
disinfection in the form of atomization (dry fog). It can spread to the whole space for 
disinfection in 30-60 minutes, which is safe and efficient.

What is sodium hypochlorite?

Sodium 
hypochlorite 
disinfectant

Exclusive atomizer
Sodium hypochlorite



One can be used in a human environment
for dynamic disinfection

Advantages of sodium hypochlorite atomization

1. air infection and droplet infection mostly spread along 
with human activities. Therefore, spraying in places such as 
waiting rooms can exert power.

2. spray liquid drops with gravity, and atomized gas is sent 
to every corner of the room with air convection, which can 
kill all bacteria inside the room.

3. It does not stimulate the skin and turns into water after 
sterilization. It is an excellent environmental protection 
product!

iKoo-800-SIPA Space atomizer
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iKoo-800-SIPA
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1. It integrates the functions of floor cleaning, dust collection and dust pushing

2. 75ah lithium battery, providing up to 8 hours of endurance, fast charging and fast use, meeting the operation requirements of two shifts a day

3. One time liquid adding can cover 10000 ㎡ space for sterilization and disinfection

4. The cleaning width of 650mm is 150-200mm wider than that of the same type of cleaning robot, and the cleaning efficiency is increased by 25%

5. 675mm diameter fuselage, enhanced trafficability, and more algorithmic strategy feasibility reserved for navigation layer

6. Cylindrical fuselage provides extended edge cleaning and zero turning radius navigation and obstacle avoidance safety

7. The floating buffer type chassis drive control, the pull type garbage box fast dumping, and the main brush side brush all adopt the quick removal device

8. The effective treatment of the noise of the dust suction fan, while maintaining the suction, controls the working noise of the whole machine at 58dba, 

which does not affect the normal operation of the office environment

9. Customized 3D Laser + 3D depth of field TOF camera + 2D laser + ultrasonic + anti drop sensor + safety touch fusion

10. Multi level man-machine management platform (on-site flat app, on-board UI)

11. The main control board and chassis control board are designed independently with CAN bus structure, stable performance and convenient electronic 

control maintenance

12. Safety regulations and EMC system conform to CR / CE

产品特点/iKoo-800-SIP
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Field control panel APP
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A mini IoT platform，real-time navigation、robot status inquiry

Wireless control design

Environment scaning tool can show the real-time location in the monitoe,which 
enable users to control the robot

Use the tool to scan the environment and feedback the result on the screen

The task setting tool can assign task content to the robot such as time,route, details 
,frequency and task planing. With a  fine tuning tool, users is able to  set the route 
accurately

One key to start. Once set, the content can be memoried and

Dual control. users can check the process of task and save worries
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Safety protection system EN1175/1525

Physical security system
Far field protection
150m&360° far field laser navigation+obstacles avoidance

Near field protection：
6m&360°&50ms bus-based and ultrasonic human body detection can indentify 
object transmittance under 15%, such as glass
6-8mToF camera, can work both day can night
6m ToF-2D laser can indentify objects lower than 15cm
Piezoelectric and mechanical protection to avoid falling
Integrated mechanical obstacles avoiding system, the last bulwark
 Security monitoring, voice interaction, voice broadcast

Information protection
Web Cloud security，4G/5G channel security，
system and application layer  security

Human-Computer Interaction  protection
Slow down afar, stop nearly, people first, obstacle avoiding, voice interaction
Spontaneously activate the process flow, record, data statistics, report, examine, and 
big data analysis



WECHAT

iClean robotics not only provides robots in cross-border cleaning, environmental protection and advertising industries，
but also environmental protection and clean management solutions!

WWW.ICLEAN.CC



Applicable scenario /

    

Scenes
It is applicable to the needs of space Disinfecting and ground 
cleaning in small and medium-sized indoor public places

v

Applicable to: marble, 

granite, terrazzo, cement, 

epoxy resin, ceramic tile, 

wood floor and other hard 

ground.

It can combine the advantages 

of the product to realize rapid 

deployment and meet the 

needs of users on site
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Ø Office hall, office passage (width of 
passage is more than 2m), indoor flat of 
hospital, shopping mall, exhibition hall, 
bank hall, government hall, airport 
terminal and other indoor environment

Ground type
The floor material is marble, granite, ceramic tile, terrazzo, designated carpet, epoxy 
resin, wood floor and other indoor flat and hard groundLevel ground

Garbage type
Objects with length < 10cm, width < 1.5cm, height < 1.5cm

Charge point setting
The location of the charging pile shall be fixed against the wall. There shall be no 
obstacles in the front 1.5m radius area, no strong sunlight, and the light source shall 
be stable

Can climb over obstacles
The robot can climb over obstacles with a height of 1.5cm



iKoo-800-SIPA
Comprehensive value that can be brought

Improve Efficiency
Efficient, standard and quantifiable 

cleaning mode

Clear and controllable budget

Provide diversity solutions
Nationwide sales 

and service team+Sale 

and lease mode

Reduce operating costs
Reduce unnecessary waste of 

consumablesRelease cleaners for single 

repetitive work

Increase brand added value
Add value to beautyEnhance the 

added value of the company's brand
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What are the daily consumables and how to operate them?

1. The dustbin shall be dumped after cleaning every day,

2. The dust bag capacity is 1.5L, which is recommended to be cleaned once a week; if there is a lot of dust, it is recommended to 
clean once every three days, open the back cover and the dust box sealing door, loosen the clamp and take off the dust bag. The 
service life is 6-12 months.

3. If there are long lines entangled between the side brush and the main brush, they shall be cleaned in time,

4. The length of side brush is 80mm, and there will be 4.5-5mm contact with the ground during cleaning. When the side brush 
module drops to the lowest level, the brush does not contact the ground, so a new side brush must be replaced. According to the 
reference service cycle, the ground is rough and the service frequency is 3-6 months;

5. The length of the main brush is 18mm, and there will be 3mm contact with the ground during cleaning. When there is serious 
leakage during cleaning applicable garbage, please pull out the roller brush module and check whether the main brush is seriously 
damaged. It must be replaced in time. The reference service cycle depends on the roughness of the ground and the service 
frequency of 3-6 months;

6. The dust retaining strip is the auxiliary part of the main brush to prevent dust from being left. When the robot has left after 
cleaning, please check the abrasion of the dust retaining strip in time, and determine the replacement frequency according to the 
roughness of the ground; the service cycle is 1-3 months;

7. The mop is made of micro-fiber + PP. Light dust is adsorbed on the cloth surface and taken away from the ground through the 
electrostatic friction principle, and proper amount of anti-static dust pushing oil can also be sprinkled on the ground for 
maintenance.

Maintenance
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Maintenance
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Stable, Safe 
Effective, Professional
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iClean robotics not only provides robots in cross-border cleaning, environmental protection and advertising industries，
but also environmental protection and clean management solutions!
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